Economy

Tech
Staffless stores

Targeted taxes

Clean tech

Growing amount of machine handled jobs in the service sector

Increasing taxes of tourism-related services and
products, e.g. for businesses in the hospitality
sector

Technologies and methods that help to reduce emissions
and spare resources, e.g. solar power

Innovative/ Smart hospitality
Smoothening processes in the hospitality sector through
technology, e.g. identification procecedures.

Sharing economy

Dynamic pricing

Sharing assets or services between private individuals

Regulating prices to even out peak seasons and
destination based tourist flows

National Data Alliance
Amassing national data resources, e.g. the guest
count overall the Netherlands

Focus on quality tourism

Closure of sights

Setting focus on tourists with a reputable
travel attitude

The sights are being closed down due to
tourist crowds, overrunning them

Open data

Destination promotion management

Improving data accessibility and overall quality in support
of research, policy making, and transparency

Increasing need of managing, coordinating and spreading tourist
flows throughout the country

Employment opportunities
Increasing employment opportunities in the tourism business

Spreading tourism

Connected world

Electric mobility

Spreading visitors throughout the country and the seasons

Inducing wanderlust through inspirations on
social media platforms

Electric mobility is promising to smoothen journeys

Short breaks

Gentrification

Integral area development

Neighboring country citizens visiting for short periods

Rising prices expel long established citizens and stores

Collaborative nation-wide decision-making for regional
development investments

Emerging tourist prices
Average spending power increases through tourists

Circular economy

Authentic travel experiences

Emerging need to utilize resources in a sustainable way

Changing travel requirements to unique experiences and
personal growth developments

Flight shame
Flying becomes discredited

Prioritising sustainable transport
Investments and subsidies for public transportation

Optimal accessibility
Smarter, seamless journey interconnections with an
increasing focus on rural areas

Residents first

Mindfullness
Changing mindset in direction to eco-friendliness

Flood control
Restructuration of teretories to manage the sea-level rise

Fluent spaces
Flexible utilization of private, commercial and public spaces

Sustainability

Priorization of local interests

Co-create tourism policy and activities
Involving residents in the decision-making process surrounding
tourism through co-creation.

Society

